Abstract. The paper researches the parametric inversion of the two-dimensional ellipse equation by means of non-linear optimization method, draw a Numerical Solution for such inverse problem. It is shown by numerical simulations that the method is feasible and effective.
Introduction
Elliptic partial differential equations in many practical problems have a very wide range of application, such as the proliferation of mass concentration of pollutants in the atmosphere and water, sea water salinity and temperature diffusion, fluid flow and heat transfer, the spread of pollutant transport, electro-chemical reaction, the proliferation and transport of pollutants, electrochemical reaction, such problems have become issues of concern to many academics. Parameter inversion is an important component of convection-diffusion model; its correctness directly affects the reliability of the model.For this reason, many workers have done a lot of research work at the methods of parametric inversion in the model. The former Soviet Union scholar Tikhonov put forward the Regularization methods for solving ill-posed problems, effectively solved the problems. Our famous pioneers of computational mathematics, the late Academicians of CAS , professor Feng Kang had strongly advocated the study on the numerical solution of an inverse problem as early as the 1980s, which has had a profound impact on the research and application of inverse problems of mathematical physics in China [1, 2] . In recent years,?with the revision and development of Mr.Chen Yongmin and other Chinese scholars, they proposed the technology of a generalized pulse spectrum [3] and apply the method to solve inverse problems for a number of areas. But for the study of inverse problems of partial differential equations, there is a significant progress from theory to practical solution. They have made a lot of effective numerical methods: Such as homotopy method [4] , inverse scattering inversion, methods of Monte Carlo and so on. Those methods are mainly applied to solve inverse problems for partial differential equations. But for inverse problems for 2-dimensional partial differential equation , the study is much less. This paper has born fruits on the research of the parameter inversion problem of two-dimensional elliptic partial differential equations with the method of nonlinear optimization [5, 6] .
Mathematical model of Inverse problem of two-dimensional elliptic partial differential equations with coefficients
Consider the problem of two-dimensional elliptic partial differential equations boundary value 
, , ,
, c x y , σ , α , β are Given the known function, and the need solving is parameter , which forms the inversion problem of Two-dimensional elliptic boundary value, at this time, there is a need to supply Additional measurement data to the boundary ( , ) In complementing the discrete access point solution conditions and numerical solution to be calculated according to equations, so (2.1)or(2.2)can be converted to Discrete optimization problems 
Numerical example
To test the effectiveness of the methods above, using the above algorithm for numerical simulation program, and all are made on a p4-2.6G computer.
Example 1:
Consider the boundary value problem:
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Conclusion
1.From the numerical simulation results and running time of example 1 we can see that when applying the finite element method in solving two-dimensional elliptic equation with variable coefficients, we can get a higher degree of accuracy, and speed is faster.
2.olving Two dimensional inverse problem is a very difficult task, the traditional method is either too complex in mathematical derivation or too heavy in Calculate work, which is difficult to apply to engineering practices. The approach of using nonlinear optimization method for two dimensional parameters inversion calculation of elliptic equations with variable coefficients, from the calculation results we can see the effectiveness and feasibility of it , which also provides a new, viable means to address similar issues.
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